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Article and photos contributed by Margaret Conway - Base Public Affairs Officer 

Clive Orford, Director, Real Property Project Development – Navy Cell,  
presents CFB Halifax Base Commander Capt(N) David Mazur with a Leadership 
in Environment and Energy Design (LEED) Silver plaque at CFB Halifax 
Stadacona Tribute Tower on September 25. The Tribute Tower facility, which 
opened in December 2016 and received its LEED Silver certification in May 
2019, combines a 12-storey accommodation tower with a three-level podium 
that incorporates dining and messing facilities for junior ranks personnel. 
 
The LEED Silver designation is a minimum design target for federal government 
buildings with a construction value of $10M or greater. Tribute Tower has been 
designed and constructed in accordance with a robust sustainability requirement 
that reduces its environmental footprint throughout the design lifetime.  
On-hand for the presentation were members from the Canadian Military Engi-
neers (CME) Branch, Real Property Operations Section Halifax (RPOS(H)) and 
Defence Construction Canada.  

Left to right: Capt Denis Seguin, EngO RPOS(H); CWO Glenn Simpkin,  
Canadian Military Engineers (CME) Branch Chief; BGen (Ret’d) Steve Irwin, Col 
Cmdt of the CME Branch; Capt(N) Mazur, Base Commander; Clive Orford;  
Kaska Gonera, Project Managers, DND, ADM(IE), DCPD; Capt Kim Fitzgerald, 
2 IC RPOS(H); and MWO Dion Collins, SSM RPOS(H). Defence Construction 
Canada delivered this capital project, which has received ongoing support and 
maintenance from RPOS(H).  
 
Bravo Zulu to all involved! 



CO’s Message 

“A tree with strong 

roots laughs at 

storms.”  

~ Malay Proverb 
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Welcome to the first issue of Real Property Real People Atlantic.  This newsletter 
will replace the old CE People publication which had its roots with the Formation 
Construction Engineers in Halifax.  With Real Property Operations Unit (Atlantic)’s 
regional infrastructure responsibility encompassing all of Atlantic Canada (minus 
Labrador which belongs to Real Property Operations North), the new name will  
better reflect our centralized maritime Real Property family. 
 
A lot has happened since the last newsletter in July.  At the invitation of our mem-
bers, Mr. Robert Chambers, Assistant Deputy Minister for Infrastructure and  
Environment, along with the Commander and Formation Chief Warrant Officer of 
the Canadian Forces Real Property Operations Group, Colonel Rancourt and 
Chief Warrant Officer Aitkin, visited Atlantic Canada.  They toured Gagetown,  
Amherst Armoury, Halifax and Greenwood and held Town-Halls with our mem-
bers to hear directly our concerns on how our Atlantic Real Property mandate is 
struggling with underfunding and staffing shortages.  I am proud to say we hosted 
a constructive visit and provided a truthful assessment of our Real Property port-
folio.  The caring and passion for our Real Property responsibilities was noted by 
Mr. Chambers and our questions and concerns have been compiled to make sure 
action points are not forgot-
ten.  More to follow with their 
next visit in the New Year but 
I will continue to provide up-
dates through this newsletter, 
our regular Town-Halls and 
our Labour Management Re-
lation Committee meetings.  
 
Remembrance Day has just past and it is during this time that I reflect on why our 
infrastructure task is so important.  Without the help of both our military and civil-
ian Real Property members at home, those that fought and served overseas 
would not have been trained or provided the ever constant support needed to 
sustain military operations around the globe.  Furthermore, the Real Property  
support we provide does not end at the cessation of hostilities, but continues as 
we build a meaningful peace.  To those that have died, were injured or continue 
to live with the consequences of both military and support operations, I hope our 
efforts will help to ensure their efforts were not in vain and Canada remains a 
strong, meaningful and relevant contributor to military operations around the 
world. 
 
As we approach the Festive Season, I would like to wish everyone a safe and 
happy Christmas, and I look forward to meeting many of you at your Member  
Appreciation Dinners and Christmas functions.  Please enjoy the holidays with 
your loved ones, and continue to take care of each other as we provide the no-fail 
support the Canadian Armed Forces depends on each and every day. 
 
CHIMO! 
 
LCol Bryan Mialkowsky 
Commanding Officer 
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UCWO’s Message  

“Individually, we 

are one drop. 

Together, we are 

an ocean.” 

~ Ry Satoro 

Happy fall, 
  
I would like to commence the Real Property Real People Atlantic Newsletter by 
welcoming our “Draft” pick winners (a.k.a newly posted in and hired members) 
that hit the ground running this summer.  The summer months were busy with 
the first visit from our new ADM, Mr. Rob Chambers, and our RPOG Command 
Team; plus all the support provided to military exercises and the starting up of 
the central heating plants this fall.  Overall, everyone was engaged in providing 
quality services for a demanding and challenging Real Property portfolio. 
 
Summer 2019 will certainly be a time to remember for our new members that 
arrived just in front of Hurricane Dorian. For those that experienced Hurricane 
JUAN in 2003, RPOU(A) was definitely lucky that Dorian was not as  
destructive to our military infrastructure; however, some of our friends and  
family would certainly not agree when it came to sustained power outages and 
fallen tree damage. 
 
Hurricanes, elections, the posting season, asbestos issues in Greenwood,  
culvert damage in the Gagetown training area, hanger issues in Gander, new 
construction concerns in Halifax and aging infrastructure everywhere solidifies 
how the CO and I view the professionalism of our members pulling together 
and displaying pride in the your daily work …. and you still made time to train 
our Military members and support NDWCC. Thank you for your dedication. 
 
Busy… a word that most people do not truly understand until posted to a Real 
Property unit, ask any new OC / DSM / Adjt / Compliance Officer etc... and with 
Christmas around the corner and this 
year’s Remembrance Day still fresh in 
our hearts and minds, time does not 
slow down.  
 
In closing, I would like to wish everyone 
a safe and Merry Christmas with family 
and friends, and all the best in the New 
Year.  
 
 
CHIMO! 
 
CWO Roger Foucault 
UCWO RPOU (Atlantic) 
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GREENWOOD NEWS:  

14 Wing Coming Together to Respond to Hurricane Dorian 

“You don’t get 

what you wish 

for, you get what 

you work for.” 

~ Unknown 

 

Trees and Hydro Lines threatening Kingswood Rd 

in the RHU area of 14 Wing.  

As the afternoon rolled over on Saturday, September 7
th
, so rolled in the high 

winds of Hurricane Dorian. The winds hauled down trees which knocked down 
hydro lines and compromised infrastructure all over 14 Wing Greenwood and  
outlying stations. Security fencing was crushed, operational facilities were  
challenged, and trees and power lines alike dangled precariously over both  
roadways, playgrounds and community areas of the Residential Housing Units 
(RHUs). 
  
In the morning, dawn broke and first light was shed on the devastation left in the 
wake of Dorian all over Nova Scotia. Due to advanced preparation, 14 Mission 
Support Squadron (MSS) Construction Engineers (CE) in conjunction with Real 
Property Operation Detachment Greenwood (RPOD(Gw)) were able to activate 
the Damage Control Center with the mission to mitigate all safety concerns and 
begin cleanup efforts. The initial priority was isolating any safety concerns to the 
public and RHU residents. Concurrently, teams were sent to investigate the  
operational capacity on the airbase and at satellite locations. Generators were 
verified where power had been lost and operational functionality of essential 
equipment was assured. Downed lines were assessed for whether they carried a 
charge and were isolated where possible. Finally, uprooted trees that threatened 
roadways, sidewalks, RHU residents or public areas were felled and cleared. 
  

By midday, the Damage Control Team achieved their end state of securing their 
property and infrastructure from immediate safety concerns. After achieving  
mission success, all members safely returned home to be with their families and 
address their own cleanup efforts. The rapid response and quick reaction of 14 
MSS CE and RP Ops personnel highlighted the integration between Real  
Property Operations and 14 Wing. In addition, The prompt response greatly  
assisted the Canadian Forces Housing Agency by immediately responding to 
trees fallen on RHU properties and 
safety concerns.  
 
Clean up efforts didn’t stop there!  
 
RPOD(Gw) and 14 MSS CE 
worked to realign military person-
nel within the shops to assist with 
cleanup efforts for the days and 
weeks following. While things could 
have been much worse, collective-
ly 14 Wing pulled together to 
“Operate as One” and return to 
operations as soon as possible. 
 
CHIMO! 



“Life isn’t about 

waiting for the 

storm to pass, it’s 

about dancing in 

the rain.”  

~ Unknown 
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GAGETOWN NEWS:  

Family Fun Day 

On 9 August 2019, RPOps Gagetown held their 3rd Annual Family Fun Day  
consisting of a golf tournament, bass fishing derby, motorcycle poker run and a 
picnic at the park (beach).  
 
Although the day did not start out with the best weather conditions it did not 
dampen the spirits (pun intended) of all who participated. Like all good engineer 
family members, we persevered and as luck would have it, we were rewarded 
with exceptional weather.   
 
The golf tournament had 10 teams of four start with a shotgun start and played a 
full 18 hole round with Alvin Coy and his team coming out on top at the end of 
the day. 
 
The fishing derby got underway at 0730 hrs and saw 53 participants take to the 
water to try their hand at landing the big one. At the end of the day Ron Shannon 
came out the winner with a two fish total of 49 ¾” (25 ¼” and 24 ¾”). 

  
This was the first year for the motorcy-
cle poker run and the registration 
numbers were good except Mother 
Nature turned some of the riders 
away. After a soggy start along the 
Fundy coastline the riders were treat-
ed to some great roads and scenery. 
The riders covered over 350 km and 
had five stops where each participant 
drew a card for their poker hand. WO 
Warren Reid had the top hand at the 
end of the ride. 
  

The beach goers had the opportunity to try out canoeing and kayaking and were 
entertained with the fishing derby participants coming and going with the fish 
registration. Throughout the day there were random draws for gift cards awarded 
at the park for some of the lucky participants. 
 

 

 

 

 



“The trouble with 

retirement is you 

never get a day 

off.” 

~ Abe Lemons 
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HALIFAX NEWS:  

A bit of this and that... 

NJ Jetty Ribbon Cutting Ceremony 

Nancy Byrne (right) with  

Linda Rodie, at her  

retirement party.  

 

Nancy was a dedicated FCE/

BCE/RPOS(H) employee for 

over 40 years! 

 

Enjoy your retirement, Nancy! 



“Every day is 

Halloween, isn’t 

it? .”  

~ Tim Burton 
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A NOTE FROM JENNY (who did not run the race as a Ninja Turtle): 
 
As many of you know, I have been training the 
last five months for my first 100 miler race that 
was held this past weekend, 17-18 August. I am 
extremely happy to report that I successfully 
completed the race in a time of 32:05:40! I am so 
happy and proud. It was very challenging and 
tough. 
  
The support I received from RP Ops Atlantic has 
been so wonderful and amazing and I appreciate 
it so much. Thank you for all the well wishes, the  
updates, the presents, the inspirational words of 
wisdom which I carried throughout the race.  
  
Thank you for all the support since I started this 
journey and during the race. It is appreciated so 
very much!!  
  
Cheers, 
Jenny Koutroulakis 

Sherry Fraser, Courtney MacPherson, Linda Rodie 

and Jessica Ramsay as the Winnie The Pooh Crew. 

 

 

Tammy Cleveland as the game Operation. 



“Saving a small 

amount soon 

builds up to a large 

amount.” 

~ Scottish Proverb 
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SYDNEY NEWS 

In January, 2019, a sprinkler burst and caused extensive damage to the Coriano 
Building at Victoria Park in Sydney. There was severe damage to parts of the 
interior of the building particularly to the Command Suite.  
 
While the sprinkler was fixed and the  
bottom portion of drywall removed fairly 
soon after the flood, the actual restoration 
would not occur as quickly. Due to the 
high cost of repairs (estimated to be 
around $150k), construction was delayed 
until all quotes were in and the price tag 
confirmed. This delay ended up having a 
pretty significant impact to the amount of 
visitors, tourists and possible recruits, to 
the Unit as the damage gave the  
impression that the Unit was shut down.  
 

The decision was made by the RPOU (A) Chain of Command to send a team of 
military tradespeople down to effect the repair. The team of 9 persons (later in-
creasing to 10 during the project) deployed from Halifax, NS on 12 November to 
embark on their restoration project. The team worked tirelessly from the moment 
they arrived to the time they redeployed on 25 November. 
 

The multidisciplinary team consisted of 
electrical distribution technicians, con-
struction techs, refrigeration and mechani-
cal systems techs, and a plumbing and 
heating tech. While on ground they re-
paired walls, ceilings, baseboards and 
emergency lighting. They also installed a 
new A/C unit for the local server room and 
installed professional grade kitchen equip-
ment. 
 
The project was not without strife. A signif-
icant delivery error, and subsequent ship-
ping issues put the completion of the task 
in jeopardy. The quick thinking of the local 
RP Ops rep enabled a work around to be 

implemented, ensuring the team got all of the materiel they required. 
 
Overall the team was able to complete the repairs originally damaged by the 
flood, plus some additional legacy issues. In total the project cost around $35k, 
around 23% of the quoted $150k. The completion of this work represents a huge 
boost in moral to those who work in Victoria Park and will almost certainly  
improve the local foot traffic. For their hard work and dedication the crew have 
earned the praise from both the RPOS (H) and RPOU (A) Chains of Command, 
and the end users. 



“Beware, for I 

am fearless and 

therefore 

powerful.” 

~ Mary Shelley 
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Dr. Frankenstein might caution that when your try to breathe new life into aging 
infrastructure, be careful you don’t create a monster. That’s precisely what hap-
pened to Hangar 1, home to 103 Search and Rescue Squadron and the Cormo-
rant maintenance team from IMP. 
 
Over the last two years, workers have been reporting smells of sewer gas; more 
than just an annoyance, these events were having a significant impact on daily 
operations. Personnel had to clear the area, the air vented and the town Fire Hall 
called in to confirm it was safe to return to work. While one event was disruptive 
enough to daily routines, occasionally it would occur two or three times in one 
day. So Real Property Operations Detachment Gander (RPOD(Gd) initiated a 
study through Defence Construction Canada to sniff out the source. Due to the 
size of the hangar, and little to go on, the study was progressing slowly while the 
number of smell events seemed to be increasing in frequency. While the study 
identified some corrective items early on for which we were was able to imple-
ment interim fixes, another approach was needed.  
 

Taken as a whole, the personnel working in the hangar pos-
sessed an encyclopedic range of corporate knowledge and 
it was time to read a few chapters. We began talking with 
them one on one to get an idea of what activities they no-
ticed during the events. Not only did they provide us with the 
weather conditions, cleaning activities and whether they 
heard the sump pumps or other equipment operating around 
the time of the events, but also indications that sewer smells 
had gone back to 2008 and only gotten worse lately. Armed 
with this knowledge, the investigation finally turned a page. 

 
We began looking at how the hangar grew over time. Uncovering a closet that 
use to be a washroom – but our next discovery was literally the next level. Sever-
al years ago, it was common practice to use a snow blower to remove a build up 
of snow on the flat roof of the south wing of the hangar. To permanently address 
the snow load, it was decided a pitched roof would be built over the flat roof 
providing additional mechanical space as well as shedding the snow during the 
winter months. During the construction, the roof drains were cut and capped as 
they wouldn’t be required for the new pitched roof; however, unbeknownst to the 
consulting engineer, new fixtures installed during renovations executed since the 
original build took advantage of their close proximity by tying into these drains for 
venting. Once identified, we immediately set about corrective repairs. With the 
sewer gas once again vented to the outside, it was time to clear the air with the 
clients in Hangar 1. 
 
The OC RPOD(Gd), in conjunction with the 9 Wing Commander and WCWO, at-
tended a town hall with the personnel and VP from IMP. Recognizing the contri-
bution made by IMP personnel to the investigation, we provided an update on the 
study as well as the work completed to date. While the corrective work had a sig-
nificant impact, we acknowledge there remained a lot of work to be done, includ-
ing better communication with the end user. The town hall was well received and 
went a long way to improving RP Ops credibility and relationship with its clients. 

GANDER NEWS 



“Imitation is the 

sincerest form of 

flattery.” 

~ Charles Colton 
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 Announcements, Upcoming Events & Important Dates 

 The L2 Scoop 

 Editor’s Note   

 Staff in the Spotlight 

 ADM Corner 

 Welcome to ADM(IE)! 

 IE in the News 

 HR Corner 

 Upcoming Staffing Opportunities 

 Departures & Retirements 
 Awards, Promotions, Recognitions  

http://intranet.mil.ca/

assets/DefenceTeam/docs/

en/Infrastructure-

environment/About%20IE/

IE%20Focus/2019/

beavertales_oct3-en.pdf 

Defence Aboriginal Advisory Group (DAAG) 
Defence Visible Minorities Advisory Group (DVMAG) 
Defence Women's Advisory Organization (DWAO) 

Defence Advisory Group for Persons with Disabilities 
(DAGPWD) 

Employment Equity 

Employment Equity is a strategy designed to eliminate discrimination or barriers 
and open the competition for employment and advancement opportunities to 
those who might otherwise be excluded. The purpose of the Employment Equity 
Act is to achieve equality in the workplace so that no person shall be denied em-
ployment opportunities or benefits for reasons unrelated to ability and, in the ful-
fillment of that goal, to correct the conditions of disadvantage in employment ex-
perienced by women, Aboriginal peoples, persons with disabilities and members 
of visible minorities by giving effect to the principle that employment equity means 
more than treating persons in the same way but also requires special measures 
and the accommodation of differences. 
 
Please consult the following specific groups for more information: 

http://intranet.mil.ca/assets/DefenceTeam/docs/en/Infrastructure-environment/About%20IE/IE%20Focus/2019/beavertales_oct3-en.pdf
http://intranet.mil.ca/assets/DefenceTeam/docs/en/Infrastructure-environment/About%20IE/IE%20Focus/2019/beavertales_oct3-en.pdf
http://intranet.mil.ca/assets/DefenceTeam/docs/en/Infrastructure-environment/About%20IE/IE%20Focus/2019/beavertales_oct3-en.pdf
http://intranet.mil.ca/assets/DefenceTeam/docs/en/Infrastructure-environment/About%20IE/IE%20Focus/2019/beavertales_oct3-en.pdf
http://intranet.mil.ca/assets/DefenceTeam/docs/en/Infrastructure-environment/About%20IE/IE%20Focus/2019/beavertales_oct3-en.pdf
http://intranet.mil.ca/assets/DefenceTeam/docs/en/Infrastructure-environment/About%20IE/IE%20Focus/2019/beavertales_oct3-en.pdf
http://cmp-cpm.mil.ca/en/support/employment-equity/defence-aboriginal-advisory-group.page
http://cmp-cpm.mil.ca/en/support/employment-equity/defence-visible-minorities-advisory-group.page
http://cmp-cpm.mil.ca/en/support/employment-equity/defence-women-s-advisory-organization.page
http://cmp-cpm.mil.ca/en/support/employment-equity/defence-advisory-group-persons-disabilities.page
http://cmp-cpm.mil.ca/en/support/employment-equity/defence-advisory-group-persons-disabilities.page


“You miss 100% 

of the shots you 

don’t take.” 

~ Wayne Gretzky 
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Sports 

Research has shown that physical activity improves your mental health, resili-
ence and overall well-being. It reduces stress, strengthens the heart and lungs, 
increases energy levels and helps you maintain and achieve a healthy body 
weight.  (Answers are in bold) - Interview conducted by Lt. Viens - RPOS(H) 
 
Name, occupation and sport? Crystal Brox / Geomatics Technologist. I started 
Crossfit 3 years ago at CrossFit Indestri Collingwood, Ontario 
 
When did you start competing and why? A month after I started focusing my training 
towards CrossFit I had my first competition. I’ve always been pretty competitive 
and I work hard in the gym so I like to see how that plays out in competition and 
it is a lot of fun! I train on my own at the Base Gym with free weights and I follow 
ROMWOD an online mobility program.  
 
Do you have any particular eating habits? I don’t eat red meat or pork. I meal prep 
most of my food on Sundays for the week. My macros are typically high protein, 
moderate carbs and lower fat. 

 
Do you do cheat days?  I try not to think of it as cheating because for the most part it is 
planned but it would be tacos or nachos. Once a month is the ideal but there are 
always celebrations and holidays so I plan accordingly. It is all about being con-
sistent. Nutrition, in mind is the hardest part. It needs to be a lifestyle not a fad 
or diet. 
 
Run us through a typical competition. A typical comp is made up of 4 workouts varying 
in skills. For the most part we know the workouts within a week of the comp. 
One of my favourite parts is planning how I will execute the workouts and trying 
to stick to the plan but being flexible to modify on the fly. When you walk into 
most comps it can be overwhelming be-
cause there are so many athletes and 
spectators. People warming up, or com-
peting. There is a definite buzz. Spectators 
are right there at the edge of your lane 
cheering. The best thing about CrossFit is 
the support everyone gives each other. 
Everyone cheering on competitors to get 
that last rep, that PR and or that first mus-
cle up or handstand push up. It’s conta-
gious! 

 
What is/was your or do you have an “A” race 
or main competition this year? I typically do 
several individual and partner comps a year. This year one was a master’s com-
petition at CrossFit Orangeville. The next competition will be Christmaspalooza 
at Resurrection in Barrie, Ontario. 

 
What should people know about CrossFit before trying or getting into it? It is not as 
scary as people think. Any workout can be modified to a person’s skill set and 
goals. Find a gym that has supportive coaches and great programming. I did 
and also ended being a part of an incredible community. 

If you know someone within RPOps who does a sport, whether competitively or as a hobby,  
please forward me their names and they could be the next one interviewed for our paper.   

Thank you.  Keep active, and stay safe. 



“Sports do not 

build character, 

they reveal it.” 

~ John Wooden 
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Sports 

RPOS(H)’s 1st Annual Sgt Darren Pollock Softball Tournament. Darren was a Wa-

ter, Fuel & Environment Tech with RPOU(A) when he passed away suddenly in 

2018. 

Darren was an avid player, 

coach and advocate for 

sports. 

 

Here is MWO MacNeil and 

Darren’s family, wife Tara, 

and sons Destin and Davis, 

who participated in  

awarding the trophy to the 

winning softball team. 

 

Never forgotten. 



“Work hard in 

silence, let 

success make the 

noise.” 

~ Unknown 
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Cpl Court’s promotion. 

The medal  GSM-EXP + Bar was presented to MCpl Craig  for 

OP IMPACT,  serving in Kuwait from 26 Oct 2014 to 16 Jun 

MCpl Byrne’s  

promotion. 
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“A warm smile 

is the universal 

language of 

kindness.“ 

~ William Ward 

Halifax’s Softball Game Winners 

Gagetown Family Fun. 

WO Leighton 
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“Have fun...lots 

of it.”  

~ Toni Payne 

Happy Birthday, CO! 

There’s a Unit Chief under all 

that pie. 

Taking a photo of the photo.  
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“Please don’t 

let the past 

steal the 

present.” 

~Terri Guillmets 

Maj Packer 

 

On Wed, 27 Nov, RPOU(A) DCO, 
Major Nathan Packer, participated in 
the inaugural CFB Halifax Addictions 
Awareness Symposium as a speak-
er and panelist.  
 
The symposium was well-attended 
by many members of the CFB  
Halifax leadership, as well as many  
soldiers, sailors, aviators and DND  
employees.  
 
The event had several guest speak-
ers covering topics such as addiction 
treatment programs, the opioid crisis 
and healthy living. The highlights of 
the event, however, were the panel 
of First Voice speakers and the  
senior  leadership panel.   
 
 
 
 
 
As one of four First Voice speakers, Maj Packer shared his personal journey 
with alcohol addiction, beginning with his development of addiction at an early 
age, through his use of alcohol to help manage the pressures of performing in 
high-stress jobs throughout his career, to the mental crisis that made him decide 
to make changes in his life, and finally through his two years of recovery since 
that day. The leadership panel discussed the challenges they have experienced 
in trying to support their people who are dealing with addiction while still focus-
ing on the needs of the mission. There was also great discussion with both pan-
els on what the military could and should do better to address the root causes of 
addiction while still addressing those symptoms that often result therefrom, such 
as conduct and performance shortfalls. The greatest takeaway for most people 
new to the addiction conversation was that the opposite of addiction is not sobri-
ety, but physical, emotional and social health. All-in-all, the day was a great suc-
cess, and Maj Packer personally invites everyone to attend the next symposium 
to learn for themselves more about what addiction means and what we all can 
do to help confront this challenge. 

Canadian Forces: Mental Health Services 
 http://cmp-cpm.mil.ca/en/health/caf-members/mental-health.page 

 

Employee Assistance Program (EAP) 
  https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/environmental-workplace-

health/occupational-health-safety/employee-assistance-services.html 

CFB Halifax Addictions Awareness Symposium 

http://cmp-cpm.mil.ca/en/health/caf-members/mental-health.page
https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/environmental-workplace-health/occupational-health-safety/employee-assistance-services.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/environmental-workplace-health/occupational-health-safety/employee-assistance-services.html
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“Technology is 

best when it 

brings people 

together.” 

~ Matt 

Mullenweg 

Treasury Board Secretariat (TBS) has mandated that all government depart-
ments must transition to the new Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) standard 
using SHA-2 (Secure Hash Algorithm 2).  An important step in this process 
is to update all PKI Smart Cards on the DWAN. 
If you have any of the following DWAN PKI Smart Cards, please visit imme-
diately your Local Registration Authority (LRAs) to upgrade your PKI Smart 
Card to the new version: 
 

 
 
Please note there is no blue stripe along the 
bottom of the old card. 
 
The new PKI Smart Card has a blue stripe 
along the bottom edge. If you already have 
the following card, no further action is neces-
sary: 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please note the blue stripe along the bottom of the card. 
We are asking users to immediately upgrade their cards to avoid delays.  
 
If you do not upgrade your PKI Smart Card you will lose the ability to sign 
and encrypt / decrypt files and emails.  You will also not be able to access 
applications that require a PKI Smart card (for example PHOENIX or 
DRMIS). 
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“If people aren’t 

in sync things 

just won’t work 

out.” 

~ Stephen 

Hopkins 

Team Intro 

Meet the new power command team for Real Property Operations Detachment 
Gander. Both originally Electrical Generating Systems Technicians, WO Roger 
Hann and Lt Don Jackson have synced up together to take on the leadership 
role of the small, but mighty, group of personnel providing first line infrastructure 
support to 9 Wing Gander. 
 
WO Hann Joined the CAF September 2002 as an EGS Tech. He completed 
Basic training at Canadian Forces Leadership and Recruitment School (CFLRS) 
in November 2002 and took his first posted to Canadian Forces School of Mili-
tary Engineering (CFSME) in Gagetown, NB. Over the years, WO Hann honed 
his trade and leadership skills through postings to NCT/EGS Shop/CE CFB Hali-
fax, 4 ESR CFB Gagetown, 8 ACCS CFB, 2 AES CFB Bagotville, and 9 MSS/
CE CFB Gander July 2018 before crossing the street to RP Ops Det Gander Ju-
ly 2019. WO Hann has deployed to OP UNISON 2005, OP MOBILE 2011, OP 
REASSURANCE 2017 and participated in various training exercise throughout 
his career. Having completed all his trade courses and basic leadership course, 
he is amped-up for his ILP next year. WO Hann has a wife and two children. 
 
Lt Don Jackson joined as a direct entry EGS Tech in 1996 and spent his time 
posted to 8 Wing Trenton, 14 Wing Greenwood, 2 CER, 19 Wing Comox, and 
ADM(Mat) as a Life Cycle Material Manager for the Relocatable Temporary 
Camp heavy power systems, before joining the officer ranks and returning to 
school to complete a degree in Civil Engineering at Carleton University. While 
completing his degree, and upon graduation, he worked at Real Property Oper-
ations Detachment NCR developing an understanding of the transformation into 
Real Property Operations. While deployed in Kuwait on OP IMPACT, he accept-
ed a posting to 9 Wing Gander. Eager to start, he even completed the required 
screening for Gander while home on mid-tour leave. Lt Jackson has one son in 
the Navy as a Supply Technician and a daughter currently attending  
Sherbrooke University 
in Quebec. 
 
Together, WO Hann 
and Lt Jackson look  
forward to applying 
their complementary 
experiences and skills 
in generating the nec-
essary infrastructure 
support and develop-
ment to enable 9 Wing 
Gander to meet its  
mission. 

Left to Right:  

Lt. Don Jackson OC RPOD(Gd), Tracey Eisan DCC Site Manager, WO Roger Hann DSM RPOD(Gd) 

Photo credit: Colin Rowe 



Important Contact Info 

 
Pay Centre 

1-855-686-4729 
 

Phoenix/CWA Service Desk 
1-855-634-2358 

 

Pension Centre 
1-800-561-7930 

 

HRSS Contact Centre 
1-833-747-6363 

If you would like to take part in creating these quarterly newsletters,  

we are always looking for feel-good stories, photos - current and past, and  

any articles that you may feel our Unit could benefit from.   

 

Please send your ideas to Wendy Harding  - wendy.harding@forces.gc.ca 

 
Don’t forget to 

download HR GO 
on your phone! 

 
Available for  

Android and Apple. 


